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Lipking'spaintingscombinefigurestudy
with his own designand composition.
Jmages and memories of a recent trip
I to France have informed many oF the
in Jeremy Lipking's
Ipaintings
exhibition at the Arcadia Gallery in New
York. Vhile Lipking doesn't prefer to
work in themes for any of his showsincluding this oneseveral of the
figurative and landscapepaintings were
inspired by this recentexcursion.
"Usually, when I'm doing

an
exhibition, I have no specific ideas as far
as themes go until I'm about half way
through the show and something just
sort of emerges,"saysLipking. "But a lot
in this show are based on France, both
the landscape I saw as well as the people
I met when I was there."
Lipking is inspired by his figurative
works but seesthem just as much as an
exercisein design as experiments with
the human form.
"I don't really have a theory and I
like to do both figures and landscapes,
but usually I have some type of design,
or an abstract design, something very
simple before I start," says Lipking. "I
use big rhythms and patterns and take a
model, and then set up the scenethat fits
into that design. It's the shape I set up
and start that way."
And the many variations of the figure
that can be composed and designed
appeal to Lipking as well.
"I really like the human form," says
Lipking. "There are so many different
variables that allow you to paint it
numerous ways. It doesn't get old and
there are so many different things you
can do with it, especiallywith the face
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The CollectorSays, . .
"There is a certain timeless
quality to all ofJeremy Lipkingt
paintings. And while his
technical abilities as a skilled
painter are certainly obvious, it
is the emotional content present
in each of his works that has
been the impetus for me wanting
to collect his paintings. For such
a young man, he certainly rivals
some of the great, figurative
painters of the last century
and, someday,I m sure that
his name will be mentioned in
the samebreath as Sargent,
Sorolla and7,orn."
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where eachone has a multitude of subtle
changesso you can make a painting have
an entirely different feeling just
dependingon the expression."
Lipking also finds that painting
figurescontinuouslyhelps him with his
landscapeworls as well.
"Sometimes itt
easier to do
landscapes
after painting the figuresfor
awhile," saysLipking. "With the figure,
getting the drawing right is so critical
and being off a little can make a
painting bad. Vith a landscape,I'm
more concernedwith big shapesand the
big picture."
For collectors, Lipking feels that
they will be attachedto the emotion of
eachunique work.
"People tell me that they're drawn
to the work by the mood the painting
has, as well as the feeling they get when
they look at a painting for the first
time," says Lipking. "With the Cafi
scene,it is a big painting and I wanted
to paint the pattern on the dressbecause
there is a big areawhere it is just black
and white patterns. I like the way that
looks, and the feeling it createswhen
viewing it."
Lipking also strives to add his own
artistic touch to eachpainting he creates.
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I set up and ;rrrint sornctl'rinq,I
clon't just copv a scene,"savsLipking. "l
n'righruse it as initial inspirltion and

f a r w i t h o r r t h a v i n g s o m e r h i n gt o b a s ei r
on. And even when it does change,I still
want it to look like it could be part of

rcfcrcnceto createrrn im:rqe or idea that
I have in rlv head. Sornetir-nes,
thel' cross
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